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Gym Candy Carl Deuker 2008-09-22 “Look, Mick,” he said, “you’re going to
Perfect Season Tim Green 2013-10-01 In this sixth book of New York Times

find out from somebody in the gym, so you might as well find out from me.

bestselling author Tim Green’s gripping Football Genius series, Troy must

Those supplements you’re taking? They might get you a little bigger, but just

fight hard to win big. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Troy's dreams of the

a little. If you’re after serious results, there’s other stuff that produces better

big time have backfired. Sure, he's moved to New Jersey to start his new job

results much faster, stuff that a lot of guys in the gym use.” “What other

as "genius" for the New York Jets, but his dad has taken his entire salary,

stuff?” “You know what I’m talking about—gym candy.” Runningback Mick

leaving Troy and his mom broke. Instead of going to the private school of his

Johnson has dreams: dreams of cutting back, finding the hole, breaking into

dreams and playing for a football powerhouse, he's going to be part of a team

the open, and running free with nothing but green grass ahead. He has

with an unbroken losing streak. But Troy isn’t giving up without a fight. As

dreams of winning and of being the best. But football is a cruel sport. It

soon as he convinces Seth to coach his public school team, Troy feels ready for

requires power, grace, speed, quickness, and knowledge of the game. It takes

a perfect season. But when his knack for calling plays slips and his abilities as a

luck, too. One crazy bounce can turn a likely victory into sudden defeat. What

quarterback are threatened, he has to dig deep to prove all the naysayers

elite athlete wouldn’t look for an edge? A way to make him bigger, stronger,

wrong. And it will take all of Troy's football genius to get this team to a

faster? This novel explores the dark corners of the heart of a young football

perfect season.

player as he struggles for success under the always glaring—and often

Exact Revenge Tim Green 2006-03-01 From a "New York Times" bestselling

unforgiving—stadium lights.

author comes the story of a political candidate who is framed for murder--and

The Hunting Wives May Cobb 2021-05-18 A Most Anticipated Novel by The

determined to exact revenge on the conspirators who ruined his life.

Skimm * Cosmopolitan * SheReads * Frolic * PopSugar * BuzzFeed *
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Bustle * and more! A Book of the Month Club Selection “Gossipy, scandalous

prove how fast he is on the field, get a fresh start in a new school, and be like

housewives behaving badly might make this the juiciest read of the season."--

his older brother, Thane "Tiger" Lewis, who's about to graduate from

Library Journal (starred review) "Sultry, salacious and utterly

college—and is being courted by the NFL. But Ty's guardian, Uncle Gus,

unpredictable....You'll devour it."--Riley Sager, New York Times bestselling

won't let him play. Uncle Gus needs Ty to scrub floors and toilets for his

author of Home Before Dark The Hunting Wives share more than target

cleaning business while he cooks up gambling schemes with the local mob

practice, martinis, and bad behavior in this novel of obsession, seduction, and

boss, a man called "Lucy." Football Champ: When Troy White proved his

murder. Sophie O'Neill left behind an envy-inspiring career and the stressful,

remarkable "football genius" to the Atlanta Falcons, they brought him on

competitive life of big-city Chicago to settle down with her husband and

board as a team consultant. Now, thanks to Troy's ability to predict winning

young son in a small Texas town. It seems like the perfect life with a

plays, the Falcons are pulling in victories. Then Troy's perfect world comes

beautiful home in an idyllic rural community. But Sophie soon realizes that

crashing down. Reporter Brent Peele is out to smear as much mud on the

life is now too quiet, and she's feeling bored and restless. Then she meets

Falcons as he can, and that means going after Troy.

Margot Banks, an alluring socialite who is part of an elite clique secretly

Force Out Tim Green 2013-03-05 New York Times bestselling author Tim

known as the Hunting Wives. Sophie finds herself completely drawn to

Green hits it out of the park with this action-packed baseball novel about some

Margot and swept into her mysterious world of late-night target practice and

friendly competition. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Joey and Zach have

dangerous partying. As Sophie's curiosity gives way to full-blown obsession,

been best friends since forever. As two of the best players in their baseball

she slips farther away from the safety of her family and deeper into this nest

league, they’ve always dreamed of playing together on the Center State select

of vipers. When the body of a teenage girl is discovered in the woods where

team, and they will do anything to help each other get there. So when Zach

the Hunting Wives meet, Sophie finds herself in the middle of a murder

is forced to go on an extra-credit field trip that could ruin his chances of being

investigation and her life spiraling out of control.

picked for the all-star team, Joey comes up with a risky plan to bail him out.

The Football Genius Collection Tim Green 2014-08-05 The thrilling Football

As long as no one finds out what they did, all will be fine. Then the

Genius books—by former pro football player Tim Green—are perfect for

unthinkable happens: They learn there’s only one spot left on the team.

middle-grade readers, and this collection contains three bestselling novels in

Suddenly Joey and Zach go from being best friends to fierce rivals, and Joey

the series. Football Genius: Troy White can predict any football play before it

must figure out his next move. He has two options: play the biggest game of

happens. And when his single mom gets a job with the Atlanta Falcons, Troy

his life or use their secret to force Zach out. But is Joey really willing to put

knows it's his big chance to help them out of their slump—and finally prove

everything on the line to win?

his football genius. But unless Troy can convince star linebacker Seth

Best of the Best Tim Green 2011-03-22 Determined to play in the Little

Halloway that he's telling the truth, the Falcons' championship—and Troy's

League World Series, twelve-year-old Josh struggles to concentrate on his

mom's job—are in serious jeopardy. Football Hero: Ty Lewis can't believe it

game and be the team's leader while also trying to cope with his parents'

when Coach V recruits him for the football team. This is Ty's big chance to

impending divorce.
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The Second Media Age Mark Poster 2018-03-08 This book examines the

team on Saturday afternoons, he preferred to take the bus into Manchester to

implications of new communication technologies in the light of the most

go busking. He wore second-hand clothes, worshipped Bob Dylan, read about

recent work in social and cultural theory and argues that new developments

theology and French existentialism and wrote songs and poems. One team-

in electronic media, such as the Internet and Virtual Reality, justify the

mate says "it was like having Bob Dylan in a No 7 shirt". On his 17th birthday,

designation of a "second media age".

Doherty was offered a five-year contract - unprecedented for a United

Lost Boy Tim Green 2015-03-03 From New York Times bestselling author

youngster at that time - and told by Alex Ferguson that he was destined for

Tim Green comes a captivating baseball story about one brave boy’s search for

stardom. But what followed over the next decade is a tale so mysterious, so

a miracle. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Ever since Ryder could remember,

shocking, so unusual, so amusing but ultimately so tragic, that you are left

it's always been just Ryder and his mom. But in one day, everything changes.

wondering how on earth it has been untold for so long. The stories of

Ryder's mom is in the hospital fighting for her life after being struck by a

Doherty's contemporaries, that group of Manchester United youngsters who

truck while crossing the street. When he learns that his mom will need an

became known as the "Class of '92", are well known. Giggs ended up as the

expensive operation to survive, he steps up to the plate. Ryder finds in his

most decorated player in United's history; David Beckham became the most

mother's closet a letter and a baseball signed by a Major League Baseball

recognisable footballer on the planet; Gary Neville, Paul Scholes and others are

player, and he's sure the signature is his father's. So with this clue and the

household names. The story you don't know is about the player who, having

help of his next door neighbor and a New York City firefighter, Ryder goes

had the world at his feet, died the day before his 27th birthday following an

on an epic quest to find his father and get the support he needs to save his

accident in a canal in Holland.

mom. But will everything fall into place in time, or will Ryder become a lost

The Letter of the Law Tim Green 2000-10-01 World-famous criminal law

boy forever?

professor Eric Lipton has been accused of the murder of one of his students.

Forever Young Oliver Kay 2016-05-12 WINNER OF THE FOOTBALL

He calls on Casey Jordan to represent him. Just when she is tempted to use

BOOK OF THE YEAR AT THE BRITISH SPORTS BOOK AWARDS

her privileged information to discover the truth, more bodies turn up.

SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2016 WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE

Unstoppable Tim Green 2012-09-18 New York Times bestselling author Tim

YEAR 'This football book is about something even more important than the

Green has written an unforgettable story—inspired by interviews with real-

"beautiful game"; it is a story of the human spirit.' - Mick Hume, The Times

life cancer survivors and insider sports experience—showing a brave boy who

Adrian Doherty was not a typical footballer. For one thing, he was blessed

learns what it truly means to be unstoppable. "Absolutely heroic, and

with extraordinary talent. Those who played alongside and watched him in

something every guy should read." — National Ambassador for Young

the Manchester United youth team in the early 1990s insist he was as good as

People's Literature emeritus Jon Scieszka If anyone understands the phrase

Ryan Giggs - possibly even better. Giggs, who played on the opposite wing,

"tough luck," it's Harrison. As a foster kid in a cruel home, he knows his

says he is inclined to agree. Doherty was also an eccentric - by football

dream of one day playing in the NFL is a long shot. Then Harrison is brought

standards, at least. When his colleagues went to Old Trafford to watch the first

into a new home with kind, loving parents—his new dad is even a football
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coach. Harrison's big build and his incredible determination quickly make him

bigger than height.” –VOYA

a star running back on the junior high school team. On the field, he's

Left Out Tim Green 2016-09-27 New York Times bestselling author and

practically unstoppable. But Harrison's good luck can't last forever. When a

former NFL player Tim Green tells a heartfelt and moving story about a deaf

routine sports injury leads to a devastating diagnosis, it will take every ounce

boy’s journey to change how others see him—both on and off the football field.

of Harrison's determination not to give up for good. With hundreds of

Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Landon Dorch wants to be like everyone else.

thousands of devoted readers, Tim Green’s books are the perfect mix of

But his deafness and the way he talks have always felt like insurmountable

accessible and heartwarming. “I don’t know anyone–kid or adult—who won’t

obstacles. But now he finally sees his chance to fit in. Bigger and taller than

root heart and soul for Harrison. Unstoppable means you can’t put this book

any other seventh grader in his new school, Landon plans to use his size to his

down!” —bestselling author Gordon Korman

advantage and join the school’s football team. But the same speech problems

Summer Ball Mike Lupica 2007-05-15 The sequel to the #1 New York Times

and the cochlear implants that help him hear continue to haunt him. Just

bestseller Travel Team! When you’re the smallest kid playing a big man’s

when it looks like Landon will be left out of football for good, an unlikely

game, the challenges never stop—especially when your name is Danny

friend comes along. But in the end only Landon can fight his way off the

Walker. Leading your travel team to the national championship may seem

bench and through a crowded field of bullies bent on seeing him forever left

like a dream come true, but for Danny, being at the top just means the

out.

competition tries that much harder to knock him off. Now Danny’s leaving

Brilliant Orange David Winner 2012-06-04 The Netherlands has been one of

Middletown for the summer and heading to Right Way basketball camp,

the world's most distinctive and sophisticated football cultures. From the birth

where he’s out of his element and maybe out of his league. The country’s best

of Total Football in the sixties, through two decades of World Cup near misses

ballers are in attendance, and Danny will need to raise his game if he wants to

to the exiles who remade clubs like AC Milan, Barcelona, Arsenal and Chelsea

match up. But it won’t be easy. Old rivals and new battles leave Danny

in their own image, the Dutch have often been dazzlingly original and

wondering if he really has what it takes to stand tall. “Lupica is at his best

influential. The elements of their style (exquisite skills, adventurous attacking

when he puts the reader right in the center of the action on the court. His

tactics, a unique blend of individual creativity and teamwork, weird patterns

game descriptions are fast, accurate, and exciting. Young sports-fiction fans

of self-destruction) reflect and embody the country's culture and history. This

will eat this up.” –Booklist “Sports fans will relish the on-court action,

book lays bare the elegant, fractured soul of the Dutch Masters and the culture

expertly rendered in Lupica's taut prose. This worthy sequel to Travel Team

that spawned them by exploring and analysing its key ideas, institutions,

should earn a wide audience.” –School Library Journal “Lupica knows his

personalities and history in the context of wider Dutch society.

basketball and knows how to spin a page-turner of a story. Those who enjoyed

The Big Game Tim Green 2018-08-14 New York Times bestselling author

the first installment of Danny's story will be thrilled to read a sequel, and

and former NFL defensive end Tim Green encourages readers to fight for

even those middle school readers who are not huge sports fans will want to

their dreams in this heartfelt story about a young football star grappling with

cheer for Danny Walker, who proves that determination can be a whole lot

the stress of living up to his father’s name. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica!
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Danny Owens is dedicating his seventh-grade season to his Super Bowl

smooth writer with a great ear for witty repartee.” –Publisher’s Weekly

champion father, who recently passed away. Danny promises everyone that,

First Team Tim Green 2014-09-30 Brock is on the run again in New York

just like his dad, he’ll dominate the big game at the end of the season and earn

Times bestselling author Tim Green’s companion book to New Kid. Perfect

a spot on the high school varsity team. Then his English teacher catches him

for fans of Mike Lupica or Dan Gutman’s Baseball Card Adventure series.

cheating on a test. Even though Danny can retake it, he knows there’s no

With his strong left arm, Brock knows he can be a great quarterback, and

point. He can’t read. And if Danny can’t pass this class, he won’t be eligible to

with the help of his new friend, Mak, he has a plan to make the first team.

play in the championship game that could unlock his future. While his

But the coaches have plans of their own, especially for the kids from the

resentment rises against the only person willing to help him win off the field,

wrong side of the tracks, which is exactly where Brock now lives. As Brock

the pressure to succeed begins to weigh heavily on Danny’s shoulders. Danny

is trying to fit in, his father’s past is catching up to him—and one chance

is being tested on every level now, and to pass, he may very well have to

meeting causes everything to come crashing down. Will Brock finally be able

choose a different path from his father’s.

to navigate his new life, or will his past force him back on the run?

Miracle on 49th Street Mike Lupica 2007-10-04 In the tradition of About a

Kid Owner Tim Green 2015-09-29 From New York Times bestselling author

Boy comes a feel good sports and holiday novel from #1 New York Times

and former NFL player Tim Green comes a riveting new stand-alone football

bestselling author Mike Lupica. Josh Cameron has it all: a World

novel about being a leader and finding your inner strength. Perfect for fans of

Championship ring with the Boston Celtics, an MVP award, a clean-cut

Mike Lupica. When Ryan's estranged father unexpectedly dies, Ryan learns

image, and the adoration of millions. What he doesn't have is family. Until the

that he has inherited the Dallas Cowboys. With his new role as owner of this

day 12-year-old smartaleck Molly Parker confronts him in a parking lot and

NFL team, Ryan has high hopes that he can be more than just a middle-school

claims to be his daughter—the only daughter of Jen Parker, Josh's college

misfit. Maybe he can even get off the bench and into the starting lineup of his

sweetheart and the still the only girl he's ever loved. Trouble is, Jen Parker

own football team. With the help of his friends Jackson and Izzy, Ryan takes

died last year, and now Molly has tracked down the father she never knew,

advantage of his newfound stardom. He convinces his coach to use a tricky

the one her mother never wanted her to know about. Josh Cameron cares

passing offense that plays to Ryan's strengths. But just when things are

about two things only: himself, and basketball. The last thing this superstar

looking up, Ryan's nasty stepmother makes a legal play to make her own son

wants or needs is a 12-year-old daughter. Yet this isn't just any 12-year-old.

the Cowboys' kid owner. With drama heating up both on and off the field,

Mr. World Champion has finally met his match. “[T]his novel is . . . an

Ryan quickly realizes he may lose much more than just the Dallas Cowboys.

enjoyable read with interesting peeks into the world of professional basketball.

Ready Player One Ernest Cline 2011-08-16 #1 NEW YORK TIMES

It will appeal to young teen sports enthusiasts as well as kids just looking for a

BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg.

good story.” –VOYA “Lupica delivers a winning novel, creating a realistic

“Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one

character in Molly. Young readers will also enjoy the look inside Josh's

adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply

pampered sports-superstar world.” –Booklist “Lupica is an extraordinarily

evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the
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ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The

warfare with Margaret Thatcher, he delivered a golden era – never re-

only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a

attained since – which made the city of Liverpool synonymous with success

vast virtual world where most of humanity spends their days. When the

and won them supporters the world over. Yet, thirty years since Paisley

eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish

died, the life and times of this shrewd, intelligent, visionary, modest football

puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever

man have still never been fully explored and explained. Based on in-depth

is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS

interviews with Paisley's family and many of the players whom he led to an

itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll

extraordinary haul of honours between 1974 and 1983, Quiet Genius is the

kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win.

first biography to examine in depth the secrets of Paisley's success. It inspects

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment

his man-management strategies, his extraordinary eye for a good player, his

Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 •

uncanny ability to diagnose injuries in his own players and the opposition, and

The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An

the wicked sense of humour which endeared him to so many. It explores the

addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all

North-East mining community roots which he cherished, and considers his

heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a

visionary outlook on the way the game would develop. Quiet Genius is the

cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe

story of how one modest man accomplished more than any other football

“Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer who can

manager, found his attributes largely unrecorded and undervalued and, in

translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and

keeping with the gentler ways of his generation, did not seem to mind. It

compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit

reveals an individual who seemed out of keeping with the brash, celebrity

of fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future

sport football was becoming, and who succeeded on his own terms. Three

friendships in a world not too distant from our own.”—iO9

decades on from his death, it is a football story that demands to be told.

Quiet Genius Ian Herbert 2017-05-04 The full story of the man who brought

Football Champ Tim Green 2009-06-30 When Troy White proved his

unprecedented – and since unmatched – success to Liverpool FC Bob Paisley

remarkable "football genius" to the Atlanta Falcons, they brought him on

was the quiet man in the flat cap who swept all domestic and European

board as a team consultant. Now, thanks to Troy's ability to predict winning

opposition aside and produced arguably the greatest club team that Britain has

plays, the Falcons are pulling in victories. Troy loves his starring role behind

ever known. The man whose Liverpool team won trophies at a rate-per-

the scenes and the thrill of having NFL star linebacker Seth Halloway (who's

season that dwarfs Sir Alex Ferguson's achievements at Manchester United

dating Troy's mom) to coach his own Duluth Tigers team on their way to a

and who remains the only Briton to lead a team to three European Cups.

state championship. Then Troy's perfect world comes crashing down.

From Wembley to Rome, Manchester to Madrid, Paisley's team was the one

Reporter Brent Peele is out to smear as much mud on the Falcons as he can,

no one could touch. Working in a city which was on its knees, in deep post-

and that means going after Troy. The vicious media storm that descends on

industrial decline, still tainted by the 1981 Toxteth riots and in a state of open

the football genius threatens not only his job with the Falcons and the Tigers'
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run at a championship but his mother's career—and Seth's—as well. Together

is play ball, but now Rocky wants him to gulp down protein shakes and other

with his best friends, loyal Nathan and feisty Tate, Troy sets out to unmask

supplements. Suspicious, Josh and his new friend, Jaden, uncover a dangerous

the dishonest Peele—and save Seth's reputation—no matter what the risk.

secret—and catch the attention of one man who will do anything to keep

With his signature blend of thrilling action and insider knowledge, Tim

them from exposing it.

Green shows Troy, hero of the New York Times bestselling Football Genius,

New Kid Tim Green 2014-03-04 New York Times bestselling author Tim

in a new and riveting adventure.

Green delivers another exciting baseball tale that will keep kids on the edge

Football Hero Tim Green 2009-10-13 Success comes with risk and a high price

of their seats. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Tommy Rust is a pro at being

in this thrilling standalone football novel from New York Times bestselling

the new kid. So when his dad marches onto his baseball field, he knows that

author and former NFL player Tim Green. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica.

time is up. In his new town, he goes by the name Brock, and he's having a

Ever since Ty Lewis was orphaned and forced to stay with his legal guardian,

hard time fitting in. And being friends with the bully from the wrong side of

Uncle Gus, he’s always wanted to prove how fast he is on a football field and

the tracks isn’t helping. But thanks to a prank gone wrong, the baseball coach

be like his older brother, Thane "Tiger" Lewis, who's about to graduate from

of the travel-team notices Brock’s skills and offers him a place on his failing

college—and is being courted by the NFL. But instead of playing football, he’s

baseball team. But can Brock prove himself on and off the field before he

scrubbing bathrooms after school for his uncle’s cleaning service. Thane is the

strikes out and becomes the new kid…again?

only bright spot in Ty’s life. And now Uncle Gus wants to use Ty to get to

Ruffians Tim Green 1993 A young first-draft NFL rookie confronts the

him and obtain valuable insider information for a local mob boss called “Lucy”

realities of the world of professional football, in an insider's fictional study of

and his gambling ring. Can Ty break free to save not only Thane’s football

the pressures, corruption, and win-at-all-costs attitude of high-level sports

career, but his life?

Football Genius with Bonus Material Tim Green 2011-08-09 For a limited

Baseball Great Tim Green 2009-03-24 From New York Times bestselling

time, the "New York Times" bestselling "Football Genius" by former NFL

author and former NFL player Tim Green comes a baseball book pulsing with

star player Tim Green is available for FREE. This special promo ebook

action. Baseball Great offers a baseball story attuned to today’s headlines, a

includes an excerpt of "Deep Zone," the companion to "Football Genius, " as

totally involving, character-driven, sports-centered thriller. Perfect for fans of

well as excerpts of "Football Hero, Football Champ, " and "The Big Time" as

Mike Lupica. As a young reviewer on Brightly.com said: “Great book with

well as each of the Baseball Great novels ("Baseball Great, Rivals," and" Best of

many exciting, surprising events that make you want to keep reading."

the Best"). In addition, Tim has written a piece exclusively for the promo

When the school paper calls him “Grant Middle’s best hope for its first-ever

ebook about his first game in the NFL; it's not to be missed! Troy White can

city-wide championship,” Josh feels like he’s starting to get noticed—in good

predict any football play before it happens. And when his single mom gets a

and bad ways. Seeing Josh’s talent, his father drags him out of the school

job with the Atlanta Falcons, Troy knows it's his big chance to help them out

baseball tryouts and gets him in the running for the Titans, the local youth

of their slump--and finally prove his football genius. But unless Troy can

championship team coached by Rocky Valentine. All Josh really wants to do

convince star linebacker Seth Halloway that he's telling the truth, the Falcons'
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championship--and Troy's mom's job--are in serious jeopardy.

dynamic characters, and high-stakes action on and off the field.

Football Genius Tim Green 2009-10-13 New York Times bestselling author

Home Run Tim Green 2016-02-23 Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica's sports

and former NFL player Tim Green scores a touchdown with this exhilarating

books and Dan Gutman's Baseball Card Adventures, New York Times

and action-packed story about an ordinary boy who becomes a hero you can

bestselling author and former NFL player Tim Green gives readers a

really root for. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica. Twelve-year-old Troy White

thrilling new addition to his bestselling Baseball Great series. Josh's life has

has a phenomenal gift: He can predict football plays before they even happen.

just fallen apart. His father will no longer be coaching the travel baseball team

Any position. Any player. Any team. When Troy's single mom gets a job

and is moving to Florida, forcing his mom and little sister to move into a small

working for the Atlanta Falcons, Troy sees this as an opportunity to show

apartment on the wrong side of town. To make matters worse, the new coach

what he can do. But first he has to get to the Falcons—and with tight security

of the travel team is an unforgiving drill sergeant. But then Benji tells Josh of

and a notoriously mean coach, even his mom's field passes aren't much help.

a home-run derby in which the winner gets a brand-new house. All Josh has

Then Troy and his best friends devise a plan to get the attention of star

to do to qualify is hit twenty home runs during his travel-team season. With

linebacker Seth Halloway. With Seth's playing and Troy's genius, the Falcons

Benji and Jaden's help, Josh is hoping to hit it out of the park and save his

could be unstoppable if they'll only listen. But if he can’t convince Seth he’s

family, because if he strikes out, he may just lose everything.

telling the truth, the Falcons’ championship and his mom’s job are at risk.

Touchdown Kid Tim Green 2017-10-03 From New York Times bestselling

Deep Zone Tim Green 2011-08-23 In the deep zone, even the very best

author and former NFL defensive end Tim Green comes a football story about

player can find it impossible to beat a foe who’s hungry and waiting. . . . Troy

a boy who is given a chance to prove that wealth and privilege don’t matter

White can predict a play before it happens. Star quarterback on his state

on the football field, as long as he has the skills to compete. Perfect for fans of

football team, Troy’s a natural for the 7-on-7 tournament that’s being held at

Mike Lupica! Cory has always been passionate about football. But life for him

the Super Bowl in Miami. With any luck, his “football genius” will also be

and his single mom has been hard, making it difficult for Cory to play. And

working for the Atlanta Falcons on that big day. Ty Lewis is a wide receiver

though Cory is a good kid, he’s constantly surrounded by negative influences.

with exceptional speed. His brother, an NFL star, says getting on a 7-on-7

But when the coach from an elite private school with one of the best football

team will prove Ty’s a winner. From the moment the two football champs

programs in the country recognizes his talents on the field, Cory is presented

cross paths, Troy and Ty begin to size each other up. Troy is suspicious of Ty’s

with an unbelievable opportunity. Cory knows that football could be his ticket

interest in his friend Tate, while Ty worries his speed will never be a match

out. But leaving to attend private school also means struggling to fit into a

for Troy’s game smarts. But when the two rivals find themselves somehow

world where most people look at him and just see a scholarship kid from the

tangled in the same dangerous web of deceit, they discover that they have

wrong side of town. Cory knows that if he can fight hard enough—both on

more in common than their skill at football. Uniting Troy, first seen in the

and off the field—he may be able to secure a bright future that looks different

New York Times bestselling Football Genius, and Ty, who was chased by the

from his unpromising past.

Mafia in Football Hero, Tim Green’s Deep Zone delivers it all—vivid settings,

Tim Green's Football Collection Tim Green 2014-09-30 New York Times
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bestselling author and former NFL defensive end Tim Green's football stories

routine sports injury leads to a devastating diagnosis, it will take every ounce

are packed with sports action and emotional heart that will keep kids on the

of Harrison's determination not to give up for good. Inspired by interviews

edge of their seats. This collection contains four bestselling novels in the series.

with real-life cancer survivors and insider sports experience, this

The Big Time: Things couldn't be going better for Troy White. The Atlanta

unforgettable New York Times bestseller shows a brave boy who learns what

Falcons' football genius is at the top of his game, helping the team get to the

it truly means to be unstoppable. As National Ambassador for Young People's

playoffs. Agents and lawyers are knocking on his door with big-money offers

Literature emeritus Jon Scieszka said, Unstoppable is "absolutely heroic, and

for the upcoming season. And his own football team has just won the Georgia

something every guy should read."

State Championship! Troy's celebrating with his friends at linebacker Seth

Million-Dollar Throw Mike Lupica 2009-11-03 From the #1 New York

Halloway's mansion when another lawyer comes knocking—and he says, "I

Times bestselling author of HEAT and TRAVEL TEAM. Everyone calls Nate

think I'm your father." In that instant, Troy's life is changed. Deep Zone:

Brodie "Brady" because he's a New England quarterback, just like his idol,

From the moment two football champs cross paths, Troy White and Ty Lewis

Tom Brady. And now he's got a chance to win a million dollars by throwing

begin to size each other up. But when the two rivals find themselves

one pass through a target at halftime in the Patriots; Thanksgiving night

somehow tangled in the same dangerous web of deceit, they discover that

game. More than anything, Nate's family needs the money—his dad's been

they have more in common than their skill at football. Uniting Troy, first

downsized, his mom's working two jobs, and they're on the verge of losing

seen in the New York Times bestselling Football Genius, and Ty, who was

their house. The worry is more weight than a 13-year-old can bear, and it's

chased by the Mafia in Football Hero, this fourth book in the Football Genius

affecting his playing for his own football team. Suddenly the boy with the

series delivers high-stakes action on and off the field. Perfect Season: Troy's

golden arm is having trouble completing a pass . . . but can he make the one

dreams of the big time have backfired. Sure, he's moved to New Jersey to

that really counts?

start his new job as "genius" for the New York Jets, but his dad has taken his

Final Season Tim Green 2021-09-14 **INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES

entire salary, leaving Troy and his mom broke. Now Troy has no hope of

BESTSELLER** From New York Times bestselling author and former NFL

going to private school and playing for a football powerhouse with his cousin

player Tim Green comes a gripping, deeply personal standalone football novel

Ty. But when he gets Seth to coach his public school team, Troy feels ready

about a star middle school quarterback faced with a life-changing decision after

for a perfect season. He doesn't guess that he'll be struggling against those who

his dad is diagnosed with ALS. Perfect for fans of Mike Lupica! With two all-

want him to lose. When Troy's talent for calling plays slips and his abilities as

star college football players for brothers and a former Atlanta Falcons

a quarterback are threatened, he's got to dig deep. Unstoppable: If anyone

defensive lineman for a father, it is only natural for sixth-grade quarterback

understands the phrase "tough luck," it's Harrison. As a foster kid in a cruel

Benjamin Redd to follow in their footsteps. However, after his dad receives a

home, he knows his dream of one day playing in the NFL is a longshot. Then

heartbreaking ALS diagnosis—connected to all those hard hits and tackles he

Harrison is brought into a new home with kind, loving parents—his new dad

took on the field—Ben’s mom becomes more determined than ever to get Ben

is even a football coach. But Harrison's good luck can't last forever. When a

to quit football. Ben isn’t playing just for himself though. This might be his
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dad’s last chance to coach. And his teammates need a quarterback that can lead

races to get the facts that can keep his family together—but it's ever harder to

them to the championships. But as Ben watches the heavy toll ALS takes on

concentrate on the game and make the winning plays that will lead his team

his dad’s body, he begins to question if this should be his final season after all.

to victory. In his compelling style, Tim Green delivers great sports action and

Rivals Tim Green 2010-03-23 Cooperstown! Josh is thrilled when all his hard

more—a fast-paced adventure about friendship, the power of becoming a

training pays off in a big way and his team, the Titans, makes it to a national

team, and finding a way to get what you need when you can't have what

tournament in Cooperstown, home of the National Baseball Hall of Fame.

you want.

More is on the line for Josh than just a trophy. Winning would mean

The System Jeff Benedict 2013-09-17 A Shelf Awareness Best Book of the

everything to his dad—now Josh's coach. Winning could mean a major

Year NCAA football is big business. Every Saturday millions of people file

endorsement deal for the Titans and the attention of big league scouts! After a

into massive stadiums or tune in on television as "athlete-students" give

dirty play and a brutal injury threaten to sideline Josh, he spies suspicious

everything they've got to make their team a success. Billions of dollars now

activity at the tournament. He tries to tell his good friend Jaden about what

flow into the game. But what is the true cost? The players have no share in

he's seen, but she's too busy spending time with the L.A. Comets' star player,

the oceans of money. And once the lights go down, the glitter doesn't shine so

Mickey Mullen Jr., to want to get involved. Jaden says she's doing research

brightly. Filled with mind-blowing details of major NCAA football scandals,

for the newspaper . . . but is she? Now Josh has a rival—both on the field and

with stops at Ohio State, Tennessee, Texas Tech, Missouri, BYU, LSU, Texas

off—as he swings for the fences in a game that quickly becomes more

A&M and many more, The System explores and exposes the complex, and

dangerous. New York Times bestselling author Tim Green delivers a hard-

perhaps broken, machine that churns behind the glamour of college football.

hitting look at what some teams will do to win in this gripping companion to

With a New Afterword

Baseball Great.

The Big Time Tim Green 2010-08-24 Things couldn't be going better for

The Big Time Tim Green 2011 Twelve-year-old Troy always dreamed of

Troy White. The Atlanta Falcons' football genius is at the top of his game,

meeting his father, but when the man finally appears his mother's anger, his

helping the team get to the playoffs. Agents and lawyers are knocking on his

father's shady business dealings, and Troy's own feelings make the reunion

door with big-money offers for the upcoming season. And his own football

difficult and confusing.

team has just won the Georgia State Championship! Troy's celebrating with

Best of the Best Tim Green 2011-03-22 Josh is still flying high from his team's

his friends at linebacker Seth Halloway's mansion when another lawyer

tournament win at Cooperstown when his parents start talking about a

comes knocking—and he says, "I think I'm your father." In that instant, Troy's

divorce. Now his dad is challenging him to play the best of the best at the

life is changed. Powerfully charged from start to finish, this is an amazing

Little League World Series in Williamsport, Pennsylvania. But does he just

portrayal of Troy's struggle to make his lifetime dreams of being with his

want to get Josh out of the way? Two things are sure: His father's new

father come true. Filled with page-turning excitement as a high-stakes deal

girlfriend, Diane, is looking to change things, and Josh is determined to get

increases the clash of family tension, The Big Time is an unforgettable

her and her terrible son out of his life. With the help of Benji and Jaden, Josh

experience.
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